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1. Introduction

Let S be a symmetric space of the non-compact type. In his paper [10],
S. Helgason obtained the Paley-Wiener theorem for the Fourier transform of
the functions in C?(S).

The purpose of this paper is to characterize the Fourier transform of the
distributions with compact support.

The crucial points of our proof are as follows. By means of convolution
by a Dirac sequence we consider the regularization of tempered distributions (for
the characterization of the Fourier transform of tempered distributions, see
Theorem 6 in [1]) which, we notice, are the functions in C™(S). Then we use
the above mentioned Helgason's Paley-Wiener theorem.

2. Notation and Preliminaries

As usual R and C denote the field of real numbers and the field of complex
numbers, respectively. Let i denote a square root of —1. If M is a manifold,
C°°(M) and C™(M) denote the set of complex valued C°° functions on M and the
set of C°° functions on M with compact support, respectively. If V is a finite
dimensional vector space over R, &*(V) denotes the space of rapidly decreasing
functions on F([12]) and D(V) denotes the algebra of differential operators with
constant coefficients on V.

Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space, |x| the Euclidean norm of
xeRn and dx the Euclidean measure on Rn. Let p be the function on Rn defined
by

where
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= ( exp{- , \ .2}dx.
J\x\<ι I 1-1*1 J

For ε>0, p£9 the function on Rn is defined by pε(x) = ε~np(x/έ). We call {pε}ε>0

a Dirac sequence on Rn.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, g the Lie algebra

of G, gc the complexification of g, ̂  the universal enveloping algebra of gc which
is identified with the algebra of left invariant differential operators on G and
< , > the Killing form of gc. Let g = ϊ + p be a Cartan decomposition, θ the
corresponding Cartan involution, αp a maximal abelian subspace of p, K and A
the analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras ϊ and αp, respectively. Let α*
denote the dual of α^, and α*c its complexification. Let I) be a maximal abelian
subalgebra of g, which contains αp, ί)c its complexification and A the set of nonzero
roots of gc with respect to ί)c. Put f) n I = αf and I)* = αp -h zα f . Select compatible
orderings in the dual spaces of αp and f)*, respectively. Each root αe^l is real
valued on f)* and we get an ordering of A. Let P and P+ denote the set of
positive roots and the set of positive roots which do not vanish identically on

αto, respectively. Let p=-~- 2 ά: and n= ( Σ gα) Πg, where a is the restric-
L αeP+ αeP +

tion of α to αp and gα is the root space for each α. Let N and JV denote the
analytic subgroups of G with the Lie algebras n and n = θn, respectively. Thus
we obtain G = KAN the Iwasawa decomposition corresponding to the decom-
position g = I + αί, + n. Any element #eG is written uniquely as # = κ;(<7)exp
H(g)n(g), (κ(g)^K, H(g)^a^ n(g)^N). For a<ΞA we write H(a) = loga. If
λ, μeαjc let/f^eα^c be determined by λ(H)=<Hλ,H> for /fea^ and put
<λ, μ> = <Hλ,Hμ>. Since < , > is positive definite on p we put ||λ||=<λ,
λ>^2 for Aeα* and \\X\\= <X, X> l/2ΐoτ Zep. For each Aeα*c, we put
λ = «λ+i^λ,^λ,^eα*f and put | |A| | = (||^A||2 + HH^AH 2 ) 1 / 2 . Let M and M'
be the centralizer and normalizer of αp in K, respectively, and put W = M'/M,
which is called the (little) Weyl group of g with respect to αp. D(K/M) denotes
the algebra of ^-invariant differential operators on K/M.

Let / = dimα<3. The Killing form induces Euclidean measures on A and
αj respectively; multiplying these by the factor (2π)~(1/2)/ we obtain invariant
measures da and dλ respectively, and the inversion formula for the Fourier trans-
form

- U(log a)}da, λ e α*,

holds without any multiplicative constant :

f(ά) = /(A) exp {U(log a)}dλ, f e
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where ^(A) is the Schwartz space in the usual sense. We normalize the Haar
measure dk on the compact group K so that the total measure is 1. The Haar
measures of the nilpotent groups N9 N are normalized so that

The Haar measure dg on G can be normalized so that

( f(θ)dg = ( /(/can) exp {2p(log ά)}dkdadn, f e C?(G).
JG j KAN

For x e G, define

j K

Since any xeG can be written uniquely as x = fc.exρJf, (keX, Xep), we put

σ(X)=\\X\\.

Then Ξ and σ are spherical functions.

3. K-Bi-Invariant Case

In this paragraph we define the Fourier transform of the K-bi-invariant
distributions on G with compact support, and characterize the image of them.

We summarize some results which are used below.
The space &>(K\G/K) is defined as the set of functions / e C°°(G) satisfying

the following conditions (a) and (b) viz.: (a) f(kxk')=f(x), (xeG, fc, fc'eX).
(b) For each left invariant differential operator D on G and each integer m^O,
we have τDjm(/)< + oo; here τDιm is the seminorm defined by

xeG

The space ^(K\G/K) is topologized by the seminorms τ, given by the
above with varying D and m. It is a Frechet space.

The space &>(K\G/K) is preceisely what Harish-Chandra calls /(G) in [6].
Let ^(a*)w be the subspace of JF-invariants in «^(α*). These spaces are

equipped with their usual topologies.

For any λ e α*c, the function defined by

(U-p) (H(xk))}dk

is called the elementary spherical function corresponding to λ. It is known that
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φsλ — φλ for any se W([5, Corollary to Lemma 17]).
)9 its Fourier transform is defined by

=/W = ( fWΦ-ώWx, (Λeof).
JG

THEOREM 1. (Harish-Chandra [5, 6, 7], Helgason [8]). The map /->/ is
0 topologίcal isomorphism of y(K\G/K) onto &*(a%)w.

Let &'(K\G/K) and '̂(α*)^ be the strond duals of £e(K\G/K) and
c^(α£)lfr, respectively. If we consider the transposed inverse (J5"1)* of the Fou-
rier transform, we obtain the following.

COROLLARY. The map (J5*-1)* is a topological isomorphism of&"(K\G/K)

onto srf(af)w.

The space &(K\G/K) is the set of X-bi-invariant functions /eC?(G). Let
^r(&*c)w denote the set of functions FeC°°(α*) satisfying the following con-
ditions: (a) F can be extended to an entire holomorphic function on α*c, (b)
F(sλ)=F(λ) for any s^W and Aeα£c, (c) there exists a constant R^Q such
that for each integer m^O

Helgason [9] and Gangolli [2] proved the following Paley- Wiener theorem.

THEOREM 2. The map /->/ is a bijection of &(K\G/K) onto

REMARK. The constant R in the above condition (c) is characterized by the
fact:/(exp#) = 0if \\H\\

Let #'(K\G/K) denote the dual of the space #(K\G/K) of K-bi-invariant
functions / e C°°(G), elements of which are distributions on G with compact sup-
port. We define the Fourier transform of T^#'(K\G/K) as follows:

where φλ is the elementary spherical function.

Now in order to state our theorem we introduce the function space
on a% which consists of functions F^Cco(a^) satisfying (a), (b) and (c) viz.: (a)
F can be extended to an entire holomorphic function on α£c. (b) F(sλ) =
F(λ)for any s^W and Aeα£c. (c) There exist a constant #Ξ>0 and an integer

such that
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THEOREM 3. The map T-+T is a bίjection of «f'(K\G/K) onto ^t(a*c)w.

REMARK. The constant R in the above condition is characterized by the
fact: T(/)=0 if/e^(K\G/K) and/(exp#) = 0 for

PROOF. Let us first verify T^jet(a*c)w. The condition (a) is an immedi-
ate consequence if we consider the local expression of T and the fact that φλ(x)
is an entire function with respect to λ^a$c. The second condition is clear
from the Jf-invariance of φλ. Let Ω be any compact set in G. Then we have

xeΩ

where c is a positive constant and R = supσ(x). Since T is a continuous mapping

of #(K\G/K) into C with respect to* the topology of £(K\G/K), there exist
bl9 ..., fcre^ and a compact set Ω in G such that for any f^#(K\G/K) and a
constant c>0

iπ/)l^ Σ
l^ i^

Hence

By Lemma 46 in [5], for each he^ there exist an integer d^O and a constant
α>0 such that

Therefore we can find a positive integer m such that

Hence T ̂  Jf t(a$c)w . The injectivity follows from the corollary to Theorem 1.

Next we prove the surjectivity of the map. Let {pε}ε>0 be the Dirac sequence

on A and put φε(a)= — 2 Pε(sa)9 where a-+sa is a canonical action of W on A
ω seϊF

and ω is the order of W. Then φε^@(A)w. If we put ^"""1(?β)=/e, then
fε<=@(K\G/K) and {/ε}ε>0 is a Dirac sequence on K\G/K. Let /ε be defined
by /ε(x) ̂ (Λ:'1) (xe G). Let F be a function in J^t(a*c)

w and Λ be a constant
in the definition of 3Ft(

a*c)w Since Jft(
a*c)w is contained in '̂(α*)^, there

exists a distribution T<E&"(K\G/K) such that f=F. Let T*/ε denote the
convolution of T and /ε defined by
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where the subscript y denotes the argument on which the distribution T acts. If
we attend to K-bi-in variance of Tand/ε, it is not difficult to see that

Since fε<=&(K\G/K), by Theorem 2

sup(l + ||A||)-exp
λeαjc

for any integer n^O. So we obtain

f or any integer p^O. Hence we have

(Γ*/fi)(expH)=0 if

by the remark of Theorem 2. For any ε0>0 we can select ε such that ε0>ε>0
and

(T*/6) (expH) = 0 if ||fί||>Λ + βo, Heαr

Now if we take a function ft=&(K\G/K) such that /(exρ#)=0 for
||fr||<Λ + β0, then T(/) = 0. In fact,

and /ε*/ tends to / with respect to the topology of £f when ε tends to 0. As ε0

is arbitrary T(/) = 0 if/e^(X\G/X) and/(expH)=0 for #eap, ||H||<X.

4. General Case

In this paragraph we consider the general case and take off the condition of
X-left-invariance on distributions.

The space &>(G/K) is defined as the set of functions/eC°°(G) satisfying the
following conditions (a) and (b) viz.: (a) f(xk)=f(x), xeG, k^K. (b) For
each left invariant differential operator D on G and each integer m^O, we have
μDjϊn(/)< + oo; here μDtϊn is the seminorm defined by

The space 5^(G/X) is topologized by the seminorms μ, given by the above
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with varying D and m. It is a Frechet space.
Let (̂α* x (K/M)) denote the set of functions FeC°°(α* x(K/M)) which

satisfy the following condition: for each EeJD(αJ), u^D(K/M) and each integer

sup (1 + ||A||)1(EAWfcF)(A, fcM)|

where the subscripts λ and fc denote the arguments on which E and u act respec-
tively.

Then the collection of these seminorms vEitt>r given by the above with varying
E, u and r, topologize <^(αj* x (K/M)) so that ^(α* x (K/M)) becomes a Frechet
space.

For any continuous complex valued function F on α£ x (KjM) let us extend
the domain of F to all of α J x G by defining

Fλ(x) = Fα x) = exp {(U-p)(H(x))}Fμ, κ(x)M), (xe G).

Define the function ^Fλ on G by

For any f unction /e^7 (5), its Fourier transform /is defined by

(&f)(λ, kM)=J(λ, kM) = ̂ f(kan) exp {(-/A + p)(log a)} dadn

*, kMt=K/M.

Now let «^(α* x (K/M))W denote the subspace of ^(α* x(K/M)) consisting
of all Fe«^(αJ x(K/M)) which satisfy the following functional equation:

^F5λ = ̂ FA, (λ e α* and s e Pf ).

The spaces ^'(G/K) and ^r(α* x (K/M))^ are the strong duals of the topo-
logical vector spaces ^(G/K) and ^(α* x (KIM))W, respectively. Let (e^"-1)*
denote the transposed inverse of the Fourier transform.

THEOREM 4. (Eguchi and Okamoto [1. Theorem 6]). The map (&-1)*
is a topologίcal isomorphism of &"(G\K) onto ^(αj x(K/M))w.

We need the Paley- Wiener type theorem. In order to state the theorem by
Helgason [10] we denote by ^Tr(α*c x (K/MJ)W the set of functions F<=Ξ C°°(α* x
(K/M)) which satisfy the following conditions (a), (b) and (c) viz. : (a) For each
kM in K/M the function on α£ defined by λ-+F(λ, kM) can be extended to an
entire holomorphic function on αjc. (b) ^Fsλ = ̂ Fλ9 (Aeajc and s^W). (c)
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There exists a constant R>Q such that for each integer w^O

sup

The space &(G/K) is the set of ^-right-invariant functions /eC°°(G) with
compact support.

THEOREM 5. (Helgason [10]). The map /->/ is a bijection of

REMARK. The constant R in the above condition (c) is characterized by the
fact : f ( g K ) = 0 if σ(g) >R,g<=G.

Let #'(G/K) denote the strong dual of the space &(G/K) of K-right-invariant
functions /eC°°(G), elements of which are distributions on G with compact
support. For each distribution Te<£"(G/K) we define the Fourier transform of
Tby

kM)=T(λ, kM) = Tx(exp {(- iλ-

where the subscript x denotes the argument on which the distribution Tacts.

The space 3ft(a*cx(K/M))w is the set of functions FeC°°(α* x(K/M))
satisfying the following conditions (a), (b) and (c) viz.: (a) For each fcMe
K/M9 the function on αj defined by λ-+F(λ, kM) can be extended to an entire
holomorphic function on α*c. (b) 0>Fsλ = 0>Fλ, (Aeαjc and se JF). (c) There
exist an integer m^O and a constant R>0 such that

sup
6α* c x

THEOREM 6. The map T->T is a bijection of ^'(GjK) onto Jft(a*cx

PROOF. Let us first verify T<=jft(a*c x (K/M))W. The condition (a) is an
immediate consequence if we consider the local expression of T and the fact
that exp{(— iλ — p) (H(x~lk))} is an entire function with respect to λea$c. The
second condition is clear from

To prove the third condition we use the following

LEMMA. Let Ω be a compact set in G. Put ψk(λ:x) = QXp{(—iλ —
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or λeαj, xeG and k^K. Then for any b<=&, we can select an
integer d^O and a positive constant c such that

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We can prove this lemma by arguments similar to
the proof of Lemma 46 in [5]. Let βί9 ..., βr be a fundamental system of roots
in P. Select linear functions Λl9 ..., Λr on ί) such that Λi(Hβj) = 2βj(Hβj)δij

(1 ̂  i,j ̂  r). Then by Theorem 1 of [3], there exists an irreducible representation
KI of 9 on a finite-dimensional space Vi with the highest weight Λt. Select a unit
vector ξt in Vt belonging to At. Extend λ and p to linear functions on I) by defining

them to be zero on α f. Then A= 2 ^Λι and P= Σ PΛt where A f eC and

P EΞR. We have \πi(χ-ik)ξί\=QxpfΛ^(H(χ-ίk))}. LrtXi9 ..., Xn be a base for

g over Λ and for any xeG and ί = 0ι, ..., tn)^Rn, put xf = xexp(ί1X1H —
+ ίrtXrt). Let M = (ml9 ..., mw) denote an n-tuple of nonnegative integers
and write \M\ = mi H ----- hmπ, tM = trfί ... /J1" and denote by ^Γ(M) the coefficient

(in^)of tM in(|M!|)-1(ίι-X'ι + -+ίΛ-X'Λ)IM|. Also put |ί| = max|ί f | andM + M'
l ^ i g n

= (mi + m'l9 ..., mn + m'n) if M' =(m/

1, ..., m'n). Let £7 be the space of all linear
endomorphisms of Vj (1 ̂  ^ r). For any Γ e £Jf put | T| = sup | Tt;| . Then £y

| y | ^ l
is a Banach space under this norm and

π,(exp {-(t.X, + - +

the series converging absolutely and uniformly in Ej (see [4, §5]) provided |ί|
remains bounded. Let θ denote the conjugation of gc with respect to the com-
pact real form u = ϊ + ΐ p and b-> b* (b e ̂ ) be the anti-automorphism of ̂  over I?
which coincides with — S on gc. Then it is clear that π/b*) is the adjoint of
π/fe) (in the sense of Hubert space theory). Put

Σ (
Άί 2 — M

for any M. Then it is obvious that

[π/xt-
1fcK;l2=Φ/*-1fcKJ |

2+ Σ
|Λί| ̂  1

for all fc, x and t (1 ̂  j ̂  r). Put

^M,yW = |π/xK,|-2(π/x)ί,, π/6M)π/x)^), (x e G).

Then |^M,/x)l^lπ/frΛf)l Hence !FMj is a bounded analytic function on G and

|πχxr'fcK;|2 = |πχχ-iλ;W{l+ Σ ^ ĵίx-^)}.
|M| ̂  1

Obviously this series converges uniformly with respect to x, k and t provided x
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varies within a compact subset of G and \t\ remains bounded. Therefore, if we
put Vj = iλj + Pj, by the binomial theorem,

= Π |πχxΓ1*)^rv'
l^J^r

exp{(-U-p) (Hi*-1*:))} T,tMΨM(x^k: λ)

provided \t\ is sufficiently small. Here ΨM(χ: λ) is a function on G x αjc which can
be written as a polynomial in Vj and ΨM'j (l^j^r, |M'|^|M|) with constant
coefficients. Therefore it is clear that there exist a positive number aM and an
integer dM^0 such that

\ΨM(x: λ)\^aM(l + \\λ\\y*9 (xeG and

From this our lemma follows easily.

Now we return to the proof of the theorem. Since T is a continuous map
of &(G/K) into C with respect to the topology of <f(G/jKΓ), we can select bl9 ..., br

e ̂  and a compact set ί2 in G such that for any / e #(G/K) and a constant

c>0

l^ Σ

Hence

, /cM)| =

*up\(bJXΨJ(λ:x)\.
JceΩ

Therefore, by the above lemma, we can select a positive integer m and a positive

constant R such that

Hence &TGJft(a*c x (K/MJ)W. The injectivity follows from Theorem 4.
Next we prove the surjectivity of the map. Let F be any function in

x (K/M))W and assume

sup
(A,fcM)eα* c

for a positive number R and a positive integer m. Since Jft(a*c x(K/M))wc:
&"(&* x (KjM))w there exists a unique distribution Tin &"(GJK) such that ^T=

F. Let {/ε}ε>0 be the Dirac sequence which was defined in §3. The convolu-
tion of T and /β is defined by (Γ*/ε) (x) = Ty(/ε(y-1x)). Then for ^eα* and
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, uM)=(T*fMn.p{(-iλ-p)(H(χ-iu))})

(- iλ-p) (H(χ-^u))} «fx)

Since x~1y~1u = κ(x~1κ(y~1u))exp{H(x~1κ(y~1u))+H(y~iu)}n, by Iwasawa de-
composition, the last formula equals to

exp {(-iλ-p) (H(y~ '«)

=/e(A)T,(exp{(- U-p)

, ιιA<),

where we used that fε is K-bi-invariant. From this for any integer nΞsOand
ueD(X/M) we can select constants t^ and c2 such that

{(i + \W\rm(ukF) (A,

So,

sup (1 + ||A||)-exp{-(Λ + β)||^A||}|(Mlk(^(T*Λ))XAf kM)\
(λ,feM)eo*cx(ί:/M)

<+00.

Hence, by Theorem 5 (T*/β) (x) = 0 for xeG, σ(x)>JR + ε. Therefore, for any
ε0 > 0 if we select ε as 0 < ε < ε0, then (T*/ε) (x) = 0 for x e G, σ(x) > jR + ε0. Now
if we take a function f<=&(G/K) such that /(x) = 0 for xeG, σ
then Γ(/) = 0. In fact,

and /*/ε tends to / with respect to the topology of & when ε tends to 0. As ε0

is arbitrary T(/) = 0 if / e &(G/K) and /(x) = 0 for x e G, σ(x) < Λ. This proves
our theorem.
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